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Greeting 

Welcome to my mini Fantasy cinema. I am happy to announce that you are one of the luckiest 

designers who have been invited to explore my latest chosen film. My name is Eii and I am a 3D 

designer as well as the owner of this cinema. The title of today’s film is called CGI Bomb within film 

industry and I will be your virtual host throughout the entire film on behalf of my mini cinema. Deep 

in your thoughts, you will be exploring the question, What are the impacts of CGI within film 

industry and is it necessary for the future? My goal is to take you into deeper research of the 

effectiveness of CGI and whether it is necessary in every live action movies which has been projected 

or will project in the future. Also I will be interviewing a few people who are on the same boat as you 

and what they think about CGI and the future at the end of the film.  

At this point, the true meaning of CGI is the Computer Generated Imagery which is a cutting edge 

digital technology tool/application to society today. I will abbreviate Computer Generated Imagery 

as CGI throughout my research. Basically, the final result of CGI film can be achieved by making 

objects as in 3 dimensional graphics, which people known as 3-D, and renders it out using various 

CGI and video applications. The main purpose of using CGI is to portray things as realistic as possible. 

CGI has been part of the crucial roles in many areas such as film, television programme, media or 

even marketing and advertising companies. Why do I choose to talk about this film? In this case, 

allow me to take a short moment to go back to my personal background and how I get the 

inspiration for my research idea. I was brought up in a small country called Burma in South East Asia 

where most people consider animated cartoons are meant to be for children.  Due to the slow 

technological progress of the country, many of us do not realize the efforts which had been given to 

achieve the complete animated movie. The very first animation which industry inspired me was no 

doubt, Walt Disney. Ever since I was in my early primary school age, my father has a hobby of 

collecting 2D animated movies, in other words, hand-drawn animation such as Cinderella and 

Sleeping Beauty. I was totally absorbed by those types of hand-drawn animation for quite a long 

time and unexpectedly one day, there was a turning point. It was a movie which impressed me and 

made me set my new curiosity on; it was no other than Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace 

released in 1991. It was the first time my dad took me to the cinema where I got to see bizarre 

creatures, space environments, live-action, and actors with unusual weapons, vehicles everything 

involved in one film. 



Now that I have become a designer, I found out this type of film needs various special effect 

techniques to match with live-action footage. How and what are the process behind the scenes? 

Would future living style change due to the impact of CGI? I had the greatest passion to create an 

exciting CGI live-action film of my own and as I made one today I am confident this discussion, CGI 

Bomb within film industry, which not only add my information on CGI but also help you experience 

more knowledge as I go through the three main scenes. 

On Scene One, it is crucial to know the overview history and evolution of the film. It would be 

interesting to examine how CGI has developed and associated within film industry. The history 

timeline will be shown on the side in order to understand where we are. On Scene Two, I will talk 

about how 3D graphics has invented and the new digital filmmaking era has begun and how 

difference is the special effect from visual effect. I will then give an example of hyperreality and how 

our society has changed briefly. Last but not least on Scene Three, we will look at The planet of the 

apes original movie from 1968 and the improved remake in 2001 and the 2011 CGI reboot version. 

From that movie I will be sorely focusing on the look of an ape and point out the difference it made 

and how the CGI has effected on the artists, actors and filmmakers/directors. The reason why those 

people are placed in first is because of their creative imaginations, the impossible become possible 

and our purpose is to look at whether CGI is essential in the future. As for actors, the role of acting 

would be different since most of the time, the acting used to take place outdoors with natural 

sunlight and now they have to work inside the studio but the proof of advanced technology has 

shown in the rise of the planet of the ape film as the shooting takes place in exterior. Without the 

help of artists or designers, the film cannot be done and there would be great numbers of difficulties 

they have to overcome during the process of making CGI animation. I will then examine the visual 

artists and actor opinion on the making of CGI character. I will then explain my overall opinion due to 

my research from my point of view. Lastly, it will be my engagement with the audience and analysis 

whether CGI effect the society through film and how could it impact on the future based on the 

interview research I conducted. Let’s play the movie! 

 

 

 

 

 



 

(A rough timeline which will be replaced with high quality in print book) 

 



Scene one  

History, here we go again. Wait, this one is different! 

The reason why it is different is we are not going to rewind the whole technological innovation of 

the film history but the most exciting pieces which changed our visions, thoughts and beliefs by 

earlier innovators.  At first, how do we understand Motion? By looking at the Rotating Rays picture 

below, do you feel as if you are watching at an animated circle? 

 

Genie? No, they are geniuses! 

“Motion (Noun) –the act or process of moving, or a particular action or movement. “ 

        Cambridge Dictionary 



If you answer a YES to the above picture as animation, then you are wrong. As a matter of fact, it is 

just an illusion and our brains and visual system surmise it is real (Ce Liu, 2008). Now it proved that 

motion picture is magical and mysterious. What if we want to take the picture sequence of an object 

movement frame by frame in order to create a motion film? I have come across with a short 

documentary about earlier film history on youtube (Tech Now!). You will now be taken to another 

dimension of era where I will introduce the innovations of motion film. You may know where you 

are by the timeline diagram on the side. Eadweard Muybridge is a San Francisco photographer who 

is also known as the father of motion picture in his time, 1878. The way he achieved the motion 

sequence was aligning 12 cameras equally then captured one frame per camera where a man riding 

a horse passes along then combined those pictures and viewed as a sequence. The consequence 

amazed the public and in the following year, he invented the machine called Zoopraxiscope to 

display the motion pictures and afterwards it was considered as the first movie projector (Fang, 

Irving E., 1997).  

 

There are number of inventors who were trying to improve the machines for the motion picture 

during that time. The second innovator I am about to introduce not only accomplished one invention 

to make our lives easier but several. I will give you the hint with the light bulb picture below to let 

your brain take a moment and guess.  



 Abelardo Morell, Light bulb, 1991 

 

Upgrade, Upgrade 

Thomas Elva Edison. In 1877, he already attained the device called Phonograph which was known as 

a record player; it not only records but also reproduces the sound. On one article about Edison’s 

documentary made by The Library of congress stated that in 1888, Edison met Eadweard Muybridge 

and examined his device Zoopraxiscope and found out the device use a large circular size disc with 

still images in order to create the illusion of the movement. Edison was stubborn enough as he 

refused to work with Muybridge and invented his own to conduct an experiment. He gave a general 

message to the public as, “I am experimenting upon an instrument which does for the eye what the 

phonograph does for the ear” (Matthew J., 1959, pp.386).  Edison started the experiment in his 

laboratory with his assistant William Dickson for the purpose of developing the machine which 

would accompany their device phonograph and later they have accomplished the Kinetoscope in 

1892. Then the Mutoscope was invented according to Dickson’s proposal partnership with the 

inventor Herman Casler in 1893. There was a difference between Kinetoscope and Mutoscope. Both 

machines allow only one person to view the motion pictures. Mutoscope is the flip-book based 

images which also let the viewer full control of the speed. On the other hand Kinetoscope used the 

emulsion-coated celluloid film sheets developed by John Carbutt (A Library of Congress, 

Kinetoscope). 



 

 

 

Psst! Stop looking for me inside the shabby cupboard! I am on screen!  

 

The question: How are we going to project the motion images on screen? In 1895, Vitascope was 

invented by Charles Francis Jenkins and Thomas Armat from their earlier established device, 

Phantoscope. In the following year, Vitascope was exhibited in New York City theatre whereas other 

competitor projected their own devices copied based on Vitascope later (A Library of congress, 

Vitascope). We are talking about the machines innovation by America and what has Europe been 

doing? In France, Lumiere family is very well off as it was the biggest manufacture of photographic 



place in Europe. Two Brothers, Louise and Austin, designed a first portable camera which included 

recording and projecting system, later known as cinematographic. The first motion picture film they 

presented to the audience was the arrival of train at the passenger station projected in theatre. The 

audience were panicking for a while as the train moves towards them (Project Happening, 2011).  

Nobody wants to watch the same story again and again so the filmmakers realized it and introduced 

the new major innovation, the storyline. There was a silent film era going on from 1920-24 where 

Warners Brothers produced the first film with vocal voice in 1927 – The Jazz Singer. In 1950s, the 

television became popular, filmmakers introduce the 3D which was not created in any computer 

application like nowadays but an illusion made by an actor as if he is pointing a spear at the audience 

(Tech Now!).  

Scene Two : Step into magical world 

We love glasses 

The concept of 3D has been introduced in 1950. So what was it that we called 3D computer graphic 

nowadays and how was it managed to complete using computers? In 1950, Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology (MIT) has developed the computer initially created for the Navy to help calculate the 

trajectory of the rocket. In 1963, the new concept called Interactivity has discovered by the 

mathematicians from MIT lab (Carlson.W, 2003).The ground-breaking program known as Sketchpad 

which has developed by MIT student, Ivan Sutherland, as a design tool in other words, it was a whole 

new way of talking to the computer by allowing users to draw different shapes such as lines, 

segments and point on the computer screen as in wireframe.  To demonstrate, comparing to the 

contemporary technology, it is similar to the kind of tablet such as Wacom that we use to control as 

a mouse for digital painting and drawing various shapes in order to interact with simple wireframe 

objects. Furthermore, Sutherland’s method of light pen is still in use and developed in most graphic 

software (Daniel E. Sevo). For instance, one of the most popular tools among the designers 

nowadays is the Adobe Photoshop.  In 1970s, Discovery science channel presented in the University 

of Utah, scientists were trying to recreate the simple objects to not just three dimensional objects 

but also make them look real. Decision had been made to choose the object to test which was the 

teapot. Why teapot? The reason for choosing teapot has been explained by Jim Blinn from the 

University of Utah in the recorded documentary in 2002 (Neoplasm), as it is good to test for 

rendering technique as it is built with lots of different shapes, such as sharp crease area and the 

surface of negative curvature, which then later got more interaction with computer graphics 

business later proved that you can actually draw things. The processes of making realism objects 

started with drawing wireframe in 3-D vector graph and then eliminated the wireframe mode and 



gave them the shading in order to see the volume of the object. Scientists had discovered light is the 

main source of making object looks realistic. The smooth modifier was applied to make the cover the 

edges. They then developed the changing of colour of the object called texture mapping and lead to 

the multiple reflections of the object to the environment, for instance, a steel teapot reflects to the 

environment of where it has been placed. 

   

The animation program started while Steve Jobs, the co-founder of Apple Company, has distributed 

the computer known as Macintosh which was designed not only the access to adult but also for 

children to disabled people, in 1984. They examined the behaviours and reactions of children and 

started creating the user friendly interface software. Furthermore, large numbers of game program 

with colour such as Defender were released (SmerlinbabyIon, 2010,Youtube). 

Magic 

As the years go by, the processes of making film has yet proceeds rapidly and the digital era has 

begun. Thomas A. Ohanian and Michael E. Phillips cited that in 1980s, filmmakers sought for the way 

of changes in order to deviant the way of film making better but it remains the same. It was until a 

dramatic impact of George Lucas’s film Star Wars (1977) astonished the filmmakers as two or more 

elements of film combined into one (Charles & Suzan, 2009). 

“The term digital filmmaking refers to a methodology that combines certain traditional filmmaking 

techniques with new capabilities that have come about through the integration of computers, digital 

image manipulation, disk recording and networking” 

      (Thomas A.Ohanian & Michael E. Phillips 2000) 



Due to the innovation of digital technology, many films use visual and special effect to portray the 

augmented hyperreality. Before we find out what hyperreality is, it is vital that we are compatible 

with visual and special effects. There are two types of effects; visual effects (Vfx) and special effects 

(Sfx). What is the difference between them?  

“Special effects are created during shooting, and visual effects are done in post” (Topher Welsh, 

2009). I have believed that the terms are the same but Welsh proved me wrong and gave me a clear 

statement that all the magic happened in post-production due to the power of visual effects. Visual 

effect has been part of the filmmaking process since 1890s and the earliest film which stimulated the 

audience’s mind is The Execution of Mary, Queen of Scots.  In the scene, the executor raised the axe 

and chopped off the head of the victim as the head rolled over to the ground where the viewer were 

shocked as it was the first engagement with this experience. During that time the trick was stopping 

the camera at certain point and placed dummy object as a victim (Charles & Suzan, 2009. Pg3).  That 

was where the magic had begun. Since then, visual effect has been a vital tool for every filmmaker 

that they want to explore in.  It leads two major evolutions of two dimensional (2-D) and three 

dimensional (3-D) CGI. 2-D is a flat picture where we can only see from one point of view but 3-D 

allows us to view from different angles as the volume of depth has been added. Due to the 

technological leap, large number of powerful 3D programmes was brought to the market where it 

lets the artists create the virtual world. 3-D CGI visual effect is more expensive than 2D because it 

takes time to create one image due to its complexity of generating image looks as real as possible 

(Charles&Susan, 2009). 

Authentic Fake 

Previously, I mentioned the word Hyperreality and how do we define it? “ 

“Hyperreality refers to a replica of something that never actually existed, or an image that is more 

real than the thing it is supposed to represent.” 

(Rachel Merkhofer,2007) 

Garry Crystal also noted that “hyperreality is the inability to distinguish between what is real and 

what is not”.  The concept comes from the French socialist Jean Baudrillard’s research on Simulacra 

and Simulation as he argued that there is nothing such thing as reality nowadays (S.F. Glaser, 1994).  

Simulacra are the plural form of simulacrum meaning something that looks like or represents 

something else (Cambridge Dic.) Media, communication and cultural of professionalism students 

from Gloucestershire University created a short video of simulacra and simulation on their own 

version (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnUeB_eumOM&feature=related, 2009).  We all love 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnUeB_eumOM&feature=related�


chatting online, do we not? It is a complete virtual world that you can be anything you want to be 

through computers and internet since it has become part of our daily lives. For instance, you are 

chatting with a stranger online that you have never met before and you become friends and that 

person you are talking to want to know what you are look like. So you send a picture of yourself or 

someone else but as soon as that person sees your picture, one will automatically believe that is you. 

So the moment when you think something is real become a new reality.  

 

Scene Three 

Meet the Apes 

This section of the film alters from scene one as we will be focusing on the case studies of making 

the apes from American science fiction movie called The Planet of the Apes. The film was released in 

1968 which grabbed the attention of the viewers as it was the first scientific fiction/ action film, 

directed by Franklin J. Schaffner, due to its legitimacy to genre (Craig J. Koban). The film then 

remakes the same plot in 2001 and reboot in 2011 with the use of CGI where the script is written as 

a new series different from the first two, which were distributed by the 20th Century Fox. The 

purpose is I will take you through different medium of each film’s Ape look creation and find out 

how it effects to the filmmakers; director, artists and actors in accordance with the technological 

computer programs and devices. Visual effects alone cannot persuade the audience as the good 

storyline is needed.  



 

Original (1968) 

 

When someone says Ape the first picture comes to my mind is monkey. Ape is kind of a large 

monkey which uses its arms to swing through tree. So chimpanzees and gorillas are also known as 

apes as well (Cambridge Dic.).The story was written by Michael Wilson and Rod Serling based on the 

original French novel, La Planète des singes (Monkey Planet) by Pierre Boulle. The astronauts from 

earth, Taylor (main cast), Landon, Dodge and Stewart are set out to space to seek for a better way to 

improve the mankind and they landed on the planet due to the crash of their spaceship, where it 

was ruled by mankind once and now governed by the apes. The planet environment is a deserted, 

rocky landscape and houses where the director came up with this idea rather creating the futuristic 

building and advanced technology. So the astronauts sought out for the oasis and found one then 

they decided to swim. During their discovery Taylor thought if that is what the land holds then they 

could be the ruler in no time. That was until the apes showed up to ensnare humans alive or kill the 

ones they cannot for the sake of experiment. It was the period where human civilization ends and 

takes over by the apes where they talk and dress up like human in the future. Only two astronauts, 

Taylor who was shot in the throat and Landon who was knocked down unconscious, were captured 

as Dodge is killed by the apes and Stewart is died in the crash. When Taylor woke up and he found 

himself mute and locked down in the case with another woman who is known as Nova. He 

discovered he is in the ape city where apes way of life has been divided to their kinds, for instance, 

gorillas are in charge of military, police or hunters as their appearances look stronger when you 

compared it with the others. Since chimpanzees are sharp and intelligent they are scientists and the 

orangutans are as lawyers and administrators. Taylor has been recognised as a smart human as he 

has been noticed by the archaeologist chimps Dr.Zira and her fiancé Dr.Cornelius as he proved that 

he understands through writing on paper and known with his first speech “Take your stinking paws 

off me, you damn dirty ape”.Due to his intelligences, Taylor has been order to castrate by Cornelius’s 



boss Dr. Zaius. Later Taylor is released by Dr.Zaius as he proved he is not from the ape world and 

humanity exists before the ape ruled the planet during his attempt on escape and caught in the 

forbidden cave (Craig J. Koban). The film has praised due to its fantastic storyline and best make up.  

In 1998, from the documentary about behind the planet of the apes, It has been a great rocky path 

for producer Arthur P. Jacobs when making the proposal to the studios and got rejected as it has 

been a crazy idea such as spaceship and a talking monkey and they are all going to be brought up on 

screen. Later he got accepted by 20th century fox. The greatest challenge of the movie was how they 

are going to portray talking monkeys. Before that, people use monkey costumes in order to 

entertain people and make them believable. But the mouth would not move when it is talking and 

how are you going to transform it as if the monkey is actually talking like a person? What is the 

special effect? Well of course the makeup artist John Chamber who has the background of 

prosthetics special effects makeup skills of monsters also known as the innovator of these 

techniques, leads the creation of ape look surrounded by the talented artists in 1968. I will explain 

the process of magic he used to complete the look. The keywords are a person, mask, sculpture, 

texture and makeup. The first step is we use the gel mask to flatten and cover the hair then apply 

the dental impression material called alginate all over the head. Then put a wet plaster bandage and 

after 25 minutes, you will get a nice detailed shape of your head. Since it is going to be a long 

process, we have to soften the mask to silicone plus more specific features will be added. The 

second step is very important as our face is not flawless as we have got wrinkles and so does the 

apes.  Then the modelling process begins by applying professional grey plaster material and starts 

sculpturing the bumps and wrinkles which would present the emotion of the character. Our skin are 

not perfects as we got moles, freckles and bumps so it is important to texture the details to bring out 

the figure we want. Next step is implanting the hair on the silicone mask and put it on to the 

person’s head. There will be bits and pieces been cut such as mouth area where the movements 

needed (Erik, 2006, Youtube). This is basically the process of making a prosthetics appearance.  



 

Remake (2001) 

After 30 years later, director Tim Burton created a second series of Planet of the apes. The story is 

the same as the original film such as the spaceship crashes and lands on a strange planet where the 

apes rule. This time Tim twisted the story as in the first scene we have been introduced to the 

astronaut Leo Davidson who trained the chimp to become pilot. Leo has favourite co-worker, a 

chimp known as Pericles who has been trained to be a pilot. Since the period is 21st century, the 

environment of the scene takes place inside a large space station where the captain and the crew 

are on board. Due to a large electromagnetic wave, a powerful storm is emerging to the station and 

they sent Pericles to stop and he disappeared inside the black hole. So the captain sends Leo to 

chase Pericles and it is where the story sticks to original plot as the spaceship crashed. Unlike the 

first movie, human can talk and there seems to be some humours added on the speech as well. The 

appearance of the apes is the same as the makeup artist Rick Baker followed the technique of John 

Chamber.  So is there any improvement on the look?  If you take a look at the comparison of the 

picture below what significant changes do you see? 



 

“We want to keep it human base so much is available technologically but we wanted to keep it actor 

driven performance space. So, Rick Baker devises the make ups that we feel give the actor a lot more 

movements instead of just up and down.” 

      Tim Burton 

In the picture as Tim mentioned, Ari has a human eyebrow and the look from her eyes is more 

appealing to the audience as it is close to human form. Rick Baker made a test on himself in order to 

find out what could make the ape look more realistic. The answer is the sharp big nose. Naturally 

people who possess big nose have a small upper lip and that would derive from the actual ape facial 

form since they got flat nose (BehindCurtain2, 2011, Youtube). That was the major changes of the 

ape appearance for this second series and Rick was praised by his makeup.   

Reboot: Rise of the Planet of the Apes (2011) 

Are you ready to experience the real magic? This time we will be looking at our third film Rise of the 

planet of the apes and see how CGI improves after 10 years  since the second remake film.  I will talk 

about the overview storyline first then I will examine the impact of making CGI Caesar on the actor 

Andy Serkis and the supervisors of visual effect creators, Joe Letteri and Dan Lemmon. 

 



 

Boom! 

 

Rise of the planet of the apes: Caesar 
Can you tell who is the real actor behind or is it the real chimpanzee? 20th Century Fox has released a 

new original science fiction film series of the apes which is different from the original story from 

1968. I will tell you the story through my experience in cinema before we go over the magic behind 

the making of the Caesar. The story takes place in San Francisco where the main character Will 

Rodman, a scientist who is developing a cure of Alzheimer’s disease at the pharmaceutical company. 

12 Chimpanzees were selected in order to test the gene therapy by injecting the drug they are 

improving. As the drug gave a high intelligence, out of all chimpanzees, one female was a success 

where she met the expectation of what Will is aiming for. With the approval of the Boss, Steven 

Jacobs, Will presents that he found the cure to the other merchandisers. During the presentation, 

the female chimp was killed because of the rampage as the handler, Robert Franklin who is a 

colleague of Will, trying to take her out of the cage; she was protecting her secretly born baby. 

Jacobs ordered to kill the entire chimp to Robert as he could not do that to that baby and later Will 

was responsible to raise him who later named as Caesar by Will’s father who is an Alzheimer’s 

patient. So Will taught Caesar a sign language to communicate through as Caesar picks thing up 

faster since he has got a gene from his mother. One day Will injected the drug taken from the 

laboratory to his father and that cures the illness. Of course you cannot keep the monkey inside your 



house forever since they are living creature. Will takes him to the San Francisco zoo to give him 

freedom occasionally. Caeser found himself different from the mankind when he met the German 

shepherd so Will has to tell how his mother has been killed. Few years later the disease was back as 

he hijacks his neighbour’s car. The neighbour was angry as he points his fingers out to Will’s father 

and Caesar overlooks it from his window and start attacking the man. Caesar has been taken to 

animal control where they caged the apes and treated badly. It was a hard time for Caesar to cope 

with the situation living in the cage and also meeting with its kind. The chimp was intelligent enough 

as he tries his way out by carefully examining the keepers. He did not escape alone but release the 

apes that were locked as he became the god of the apes. Not just human but animal also thrilled for 

the freedom so Caesar goes back to the laboratory and released the other chimps that are the object 

to experiments. The ending was they went through the whole city found them home in the large 

forest. This is the overview of the film. 

 I will now examine the major process of making Caesar and the opinion of the actor who plays the 

role of Caesar and the Supervisors from WETA Digital Company who created the amazing visual 

effects. Unlike the other CGI movies, the film has been used advanced technology such as 

performance capture and motion capture as this film is the first to be known for shooting in exterior 

environment with the direct sunlight with those devices. 

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZNChgK5x1Y,2011) 

I will review from different point to view interview by Editor Dan Jolin at WETA Livestream. 

Actor point of view 

Andy Serkins mentioned it has been quite challenging physically and emotionally as the story is quite 

powerful. Unlike normal live action character, playing as an ape has been an extraordinary 

experience since he had to closely examine the movements of how the apes walk, talk, eat and react. 

He added, “It is giving yourself to character and feel”. (WETA Livestream) 

Visual Effect Creators point of view 

Joe Letteri - “The idea is Caesar had to be a real chimp” 

Due to the domestic powerful story, it has been a challenge for visual artist to portray the look of 

emotions on the chimp. Dan added “The challenge was to take the reality but also been able to alter 

it slightly through the emotional performance that come through”. It appears taking a closer case 

study of the character they are referencing is the crucial part before creating a model and turning it 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZNChgK5x1Y,2011�


into animation. Joe said “Technology wasn’t really the important thing” (WETA,2011) where he 

explained when creating the movie which involve CGI , it is not visual effect film. Without the 

outstanding performance of an actor, visual effect alone cannot stand in real live action CGI movie. 

 

Andy Serkins (1) and Caesar CGI 

Audience Reaction 

The good storyline and the film itself have to be appealing and original in order to get the audience’s 

attention.  They are there to criticise and point out once you make a mistake in film. So this planet of 

the apes is started in 1968 which is 43 years ago and if you show the boy who was born 10 years ago, 

the older version film, not surprisingly he would react this is a fake. Why are the apes wearing the 

mask? Since CGI technology has been advanced and more realistic close to our modern days surely 

people are starting to accept that is believable. So looking back to the history I have explained in 

scene one, the original film may lack in quality in a way of CGI development compared to today but 

people are giving a positive feedback due to its strong message of racism, end of humanity, fear and 

torture storyline. Making up of the ape look was the only appealing technique if I answer my 

question the impact of CGI within film and whether it is necessary. 

I have collected the approximate percentage rating on the film from Internet Movies Database 

(IMDB) and it was thought to be liked – 70%. 

(IMDB – Planet of the apes (1968) Reviews:  http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0063442/reviews) 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0063442/reviews�


For the 2001 version where Tim Burton directed the film and convey the storyline from its original 

film gave a huge negative impact to the audience such as people questioning “Why are you training 

money to be a pilot?” The appearance of the ape got praised other factors such as environment and 

some visual effects were used. It has been rated – 50%. 

(IMDB – Planet of the apes (2001) Reviews: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0133152/reviews) 

2011 , Rise of the planet of the film also come up with the new storyline although it was rebooted 

from its original, why are people still giving them high rate? Is it because of the CGI technology of the 

realistic chimpanzees? Or is it because of the story itself?  

The overall rating – 68% 

(IMDB – Rise of the planet of the apes (2011) Reviews: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1318514/) 

I made an interview and make a questionnaire asking concering to latest version covering those 

questions below: 

• Do you like to see visual effect in the movie? 

• Do you know the difference between special effect and visual effect? 

• Do you like the Rise of the planet of the apes film? Why? 

• Do you think our ways of life styles could change because of CGI in the future? 

I got a positive feedback that 98% would love to see what visual effect could bring into near future in 

film. Most of them do not seem to realize the difference between visual and special effect and it was 

30%.  For the third question, the answer was quite positive as I have quoted some from the survey 

and interviews. 

“Visuals were very good, albelt did this not let the story suffer like many visual mediums do 

nowadays such as games, where interesting storylines are diminishing and covered up by special 

effects and good graphics”. 

 “I don't like the film for the story, but I like the film because of the CGI”. 

“CGI is excellent, the way the apes show their emotions is fantastic, just by analyzing the face 

gestures you can understand what they are saying without the use of speech”. 

For the last film, many people wanted to see what could influence our world through CGI as the 

technology and gadget already been invented from CGI visualization.  

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0133152/reviews�
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1318514/�


“Yes. We have now CGI, 3D, maybe Holographic technology. It’s all part of everyday life once the 

technology has been adopted”. 

“In a way, yes. Our lives could be influenced by what we see in movies, because as our technology 

advances we may be able to replicate what we see such as cars that can fly etc”. 

“No, fashions always come back around”. 

 

So I have been engaged with other audience and how about you have been watched the planets of 

the apes film in different versions and what is your opinion upon it? Do you think CGI version is 

better or the original one? Do you think the CGI could be a major tool that impacts ways of life in the 

future? Box to fill in. Please type in using the holographic keypad by switching it on the right side of 

your chair. 

 

(Picture will be replaced with holographic keyboard on top) 

Personal View 

Throughout my research project, I am quite positive to say CGI is definitely going to be a tool for the 

future. The directors, writers and artists’ augmented imagination which I have mentioned in history, 

have definitely brought up the new concept to our society. For instance, the CGI animation, Shrek 



becomes the great entertainment musical in theatre which still gives joy to the viewer who already 

know the story. Why? Because it is believable and that is the impact that we did not realize we have 

already accepted and thought it is real- the hyper real for sure. If I go back to the planet of the apes 

movie and there has been a major CGI impact to the producer which is of course – money/ budget. 

As CGI are mainly generated 3D images which take powerful computers in order to get one high 

quality frame. So why not we produce 2D and wanted to create more of 3D? The bottom line is 3D 

gives a sense of depth which gives the feel of real environment that any artist could think of. As one 

of my surveyors said, “Yes. We have now CGI, 3D, maybe Holographic technology. It’s all part of 

everyday life once the technology has been adopted”. It proved that our society is confident that 

those imaginative fantasy could come true and hoping that could bring us a metropolitan 

environment that we normally see in CGI futuristic film. Due to the busy life style of the nation and 

the hyper real virtual world such as the internet, Facebook and media, many people have to 

overcome with stress and wanted to seek out a peaceful  place where they do not have to worry 

about anything maybe a paradise or a heaven. I am a designer who believes in what future holds and 

it is possible to influence the community with the CGI and who knows what could change in the 

future. 

Ending Message 

This has come to an end to say goodbye. Before you leave, allow me to overview the research I 

investigated and my opinion on the whole. Thanks to the pioneers who started digital era as it open 

up the new generation to explore what is beyond the imagination. It has opened up my motivational 

thought of idea and allows creating things I have always dreamt of from fantasy to reality. For once I 

know nothing about the creatures I have seen in the movies and this research has boosted my 

energy of knowledge to certain extent. Also examining a close up investigation to the visual artist 

and actors was a great inspiration as I did not realize actors have that much talent to transform him 

into different species character. It has been a great research throughout the period as I get to know 

more of the making of the rise of the planet of the apes and comparison between the old movies. 

Although there could be possible answers to my question CGI impact and what it holds for the future. 

It makes me think there is a possibility where human civilization could end in the future if the 

technology is too advanced and people are so smart that they could do whatever they visualize. 

Another thing is fashion could go backward as the nature of human’s mind likes to take something 

back unless they could not discover something new. What I could possibly extend the investigation 

to my topic is not only focusing on the making of apes but also other environmental space and any 

visual effect technically.  



I was not sure how I should explain you through the whole movie but now I felt great as I did my 

best to deliver you my message. I hope you learn something new which would help your career in 

the future. I believe the outcome of doing this investigation along with me could improve your 

knowledge but not only that, I am confident to tell that follow your heart and let your curiosity goes 

boundless as that alone could give a change to the world.  Thank you for watching and take care! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The End. 
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Indication for design. 

I want to make the cover as if you won the ticket to cinema and once you flip it to the book its where 

you are inside the cinema. Another thing is ill be presented as a virtual host where ill be projected on 

the little screen. The viewer can use holographic screen and typing system at their seating area. That 

is the next sketch. Futher production design will be in high quality paper.  

 

 

 

 


